
MOTORIZED AUTO-WINDING, 
MAKES THINGS FASTER AND EASIER. 

You're always ready, for the decisive moment ... 
Because the motorized Auto Winder prepares every
thing 'for the next shot 1/2 second after you lift 
your finger from the shutter release button. And, it 
lets you keep your eye glued to the finder eyepiece, 
following up your subject, even during auto-winding 
action. In other words, you're always ready for the 
decisive moment because the Auto Winder takes 
care of everything automatically. (Detachable for 
manual operations.) 

The new CC (Control Center) Pentaprism Finder also 
helps by showing the actual aperture setting on the 

ring, plus exposure indicator with visual over- and under
exposure adjustments and a fast split-image range
finder spot, for speedy centralized shooting controls. 
(Exchangeable with waist-level finders.) 

Finally, the newly-developed multi-coated 50mm 'f / 1.4 
RE GN TCDpcor M lens automatically sets the f/stop 
for the distance focused, by simply locking the guide 
number (GN) into the lens. Flash-Matic operation 
means speedier shooting in flash photography, with
out flash calculations, too. 



Plenty of time-proven 
quality features, because ... 

The new TOPCON Super OM retains all those good fea
tures that we gave you in the TOPCON Super 0 and the 
RE Super cameras_ 

Finder and focusing screen are easily exchanged_ A top 
deck exposure indicator takes over automatically when 
waist-level finders are attached and also has over- and 
under-exposure adjustments_ Camera back is detachable 
for using bulk film magazines_ Built -in motor drive shaft 
only requires connection of the electric motor drive, with 
out special body modifications_ Spring-loaded preview 
lever shows the actual depth of field in the finder. And, 
the mirror can also be locked up_ 

But, on top of all these wonderful , time-proven features, 
the original Thru-The-Lens Mirror-Meter System continues 
as the ultimate system for exposure-perfect ion_ It 's the 
only system that works on shutter-priority or aperture
priority, as you like, with possibilities for personalized 
adjustments_ In fact , it 's the only system designed to 
satisfy your exacting requirements, not only now but in 
the future , when they may be even more exacting. 

TOPCON Thru-The-Lens Mirror-Meter System 
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Born with a complete system 
of photography .•. 

And, it's a system so extensive and versatile that you 
will never be able to outgrow it. 

Top quality TOPCOR lenses include 16 general purpos 
lenses, from super wide-angle 20mm to telephoto 500mm, 
including zoom, plus four special macro lenses for close
up work. And, the standard f / 1.4 lens is multilayer anti
reflection coated for improved light transmission and 
reduction of contrast -killing flare . 
TOPCOR lenses have always been synonymous with the 
finest in optical qual ity and the complete range of lenses 
available for the Super OM carryon in the same tradi
tion. 
Versatile TOPCON accessories are available for all types 
of photographic work ._ ... . or, close -ups, macrophotography, 
photomicrography, slide-copying, reproduction and motor
ized operations, with standards meeting the highest pro
fessional requirements. Included are two waist -level find
ers, with low and high magnifications ; nine focusing 
screens ; eyepiece adapter ; angle view f inder ; magnifier ; 
extension tube set ; bellows ; macro-stand attachment; 
automatic extension tube ; slide-copying attachment; two 
microscope attachments, also for low and high magnifica
t ions ; copying kit ; complete electric motor drive system, 
including wireless transmitter and receiver set ; incident 
light receptor; gray slide ; meter-lite ; three close-up at 
tachment lenses ; seven eyepiece correction lenses ; flash 
gun ; reverse -adapter ring ; RE Auto-Ring, etc., etc. 

Distr ibutor of TOPCON Cameras in the United States: 
P AILLARD Inc., 1900 Lower Road, Linden, New Jersey 07036 
Branch office: 541 5 J andy Place, Los Angeles, Calif. 90066 
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